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Abstract
Ariela Blätter and Paul D. Williams propose that the international community could more effectively end serious abuses such as genocide and crimes against humanity if the permanent five members of the UN Security Council adopted a “responsibility not to veto;” that is, an informal agreement not to use their veto power when action to respond to genocide or mass atrocities is proposed and has the support of a simple majority on the Council. While there is much to recommend the proposal, it may not in fact promote the protection of civilians as it is intended to do. The historical record shows a number of instances where inappropriate military action was counterproductive to civilian protection, and it is not clear how easy it would have been for a military intervention to help rather than harm civilians in some cases in which intervention was not forthcoming. Ultimately, the RN2V proposal would be stronger if it were part of a package of more fundamental institutional changes, including improving the UN’s ability to respond to budding crises non-violently.

Introduction
Since the publication of *The Responsibility to Protect* (R2P), R2P has gained increasing international acceptance, including an adoption of the general principle by the UN General Assembly as part of the 2005 World Summit. Unfortunately, gross human rights abuses have continued — and the international community has often continued to do little about them.

One barrier to action may be the UN Security Council (UNSC). The major substantive difference between R2P as articulated in the original report and in the World Summit outcome document is that the UN’s statement pointedly does not include the provision that coalitions and individual states may take action against serious abuses when the UN Security Council (UNSC) cannot or will not authorize them to do so. Even states that could (politically and militarily) act without UNSC authorization may be loath to do so without the legitimacy and political cover that authorization would bring. Yet, the permanent five members of the UNSC (P5) have divergent geopolitical interests and ideologies, and so where some members (or international activists) see a need for intervention, others are likely to have interests at stake or disagree about the need — and exercise their veto.

To address this problem, Ariela Blätter and Paul Williams have suggested that the P5 adopt a norm they call “the responsibility not to veto” (RN2V). Where there is majority support on the UNSC for intervention, where genocide or mass atrocities have occurred, and where a P5 member does not have “vital security interests” at stake, they should abstain from using their veto power (5). RN2V would not, realistically, be adopted as a formal procedural rule, but as an
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4 Ariela Blätter and Paul D. Williams, ‘The Responsibility Not to Veto’. In: *Global Responsibility to Protect* (forthcoming). Numbers in parentheses refer to this article.
informal norm that would prevent interventions from being unjustifiably blocked, and de-fang threats of a veto to do the same.

The R2P concept represents a significant conceptual advance in the process of reconciling concerns for sovereignty and self-determination with the need to not let serious human rights abuses go unchallenged. And the responsibility element of the concept implies that, when gross human rights abuses are at stake, the P5 ought not see their use of the veto as a choice subject only to political calculation.

But RN2V may not accomplish its goals of expanding the protection of civilians, for two reasons. First, RN2V implicitly privileges military action over non-military responses to human rights abuses.

Second, it circumvents the veto based on the seriousness of abuses rather than any characteristic of the proposed intervention and thus risks making inappropriate interventions too easy to authorize. Blätter and Williams try to bracket questions of whether military interventions are generally (or ever) good solutions to human rights abuses, and of how sincere especially Western support for them is (4—5). But, since their proposal is about lowering the bar for intervention, it cannot be evaluated outside a context of concern for what kind of interventions it is likely to enable.

An RN2V norm could be a good thing. But it requires that we do more to fix the context in which UNSC decisions are taken — addressing the remaining dissensus over the scope of R2P, building institutional support for actions short of military intervention, and taking more seriously the ways in which international involvement contributes to the problems that R2P is intended to solve — or risk that any norm making military action easier could do more harm to civilians than good.

RN2V and Military Action

Officially, the R2NV proposal is generic — “the P5 should not use their veto power to block action in response to genocide or mass atrocities” (5, emphasis mine). However, there is a strong tendency to understand this “action” as military in nature.

For instance, when discussing whether or not the veto has been an actual barrier to R2P implementation, Blätter and Williams point out that no veto since the adoption of the 2005 World Summit outcome document “was cast in order to block a humanitarian military intervention” (8). A limitation of the Uniting For Peace process is that it cannot be used to “sanction military force nor to create a binding resolution” (10). In the three major cases they discuss as failures to address mass atrocities — Rwanda, Kosovo, and Darfur — the path not taken is either explicitly or implicitly UNSC-authorized military intervention (15, 16, 18, 29). A form of the R2NV proposal was put forward in the original ICISS report that gave rise to the R2P concept, but as an agreement among the P5 “not to apply their veto power... to obstruct the passage of resolutions authorizing military intervention for human protection purposes...” (quoted at 20). The US
Genocide Prevention Task Force recommended a US policy of refraining from veto with respect to “resolutions instituting sanctions and/or authorizing peace operations” (quoted at 24), and recommended the creation of an overall oversight position for genocide prevention as part of the national security staff. The limited cases in which RN2V may have made a difference are ones in which “a P5 member has threatened or used its veto power to block a proposed humanitarian military intervention” (28).

The point of this litany is to show how easy it is to slide into implicitly equating “action” with “military action.” The fact that such an equation is picked up in several of the other sources Blätter and Williams cite indicates that the tendency is not peculiar to them.

The focus on military solutions is understandable. By restricting the cases in which RN2V would apply to genocide and mass atrocities, the principle is restricted to emergencies, in which a robust military intervention that can halt the abuses by force looks like the natural or only solution. But if RN2V differentially lowers the bar for military operations, whether this is a good thing or a bad thing depends on whether the bar is too high or too low already.

The (Non)Intervention Record

Blätter and Williams clearly think that the burden on military intervention is too high — and with some reason. They are not alone in wishing that decisive action had been taken in Rwanda or Darfur.

But the historical record is ambiguous. Their argument for RN2V focuses on three cases in which UNSC authorization was not forthcoming: Rwanda, Kosovo, and Darfur (15—18). Blätter and Williams are implicitly asking, “would RN2V make it more likely that a military authorization would be authorized in a case where genocide or mass atrocities were being committed?” Let us grant that the answer to this question is “yes.”

The question we should be asking, however, is, “would RN2V make it more likely for civilians to be protected from genocide and mass atrocities?”5 Answering that question requires looking at interventions that have been authorized as well, and the actual record of success of interventions that have happened (authorized or not).

Rwanda

While the standard narrative of Rwanda is that “the international community did nothing,” that is not quite true. The international community did not do anything that stopped the genocide. But it was deeply involved in Rwanda.

First, we should not dismiss the UN Assistance Mission for Rwanda (UNAMIR) merely because it failed to stop the genocide. UNAMIR did protect Rwandan civilians (either directly or
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5 Relatedly, we should worry about, “would RN2V make it more likely that a military intervention would be authorized where genocide or mass atrocities are not occurring?”
by evacuating them to friendly zones), and many members of the mission acquitted themselves bravely despite a lack of resources and support from New York (including members of the Ghanaian contingent, who remained in numbers greater than those authorized by the UN).\(^6\) One estimate puts the number of civilians protected by UNAMIR at the height of the genocide at between 20,000—25,000.\(^7\)

Aside from UNAMIR, the Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF) was incubated in Uganda, and in fact UNAMIR’s predecessor, the UN Observation Mission Uganda-Rwanda (UNOMUR) in 1993 was given a mandate to stop cross-border arms transfers from Uganda.\(^8\) The French had been involved with the Rwandan government long before the genocide, and French military assistance was instrumental in repulsing earlier RPF offensives.\(^9\) The Belgians had supported the government of Rwanda until 1990, when they switched support to the RPF, though the Belgians then sent troops to help support the regime alongside French and Zairian forces.\(^10\)

The most robust international intervention was the French-led (and almost entirely French-manned) \textit{Opération Turquoise}, which entered Rwanda in June 1994, after the peak of the killing.\(^11\) History has not been kind to \textit{Turquoise}.

On the one hand, the mission probably did save some lives of Rwandans threatened with genocide or RPF reprisals. Prunier credits the French with protecting 8,000 refugees at the Nyarushishi camp and “[l]ittle groups here and there.”\(^12\) Vaccaro claims the French “directly protected or evacuated” 11,500 people, and provided humanitarian assistance in their zones of control that saved an “undetermined” number of lives.\(^13\) Of course, it is difficult to put exact numbers of the number of people not killed, because the counterfactual depends assumptions about factors such as the progress of the genocide and the actions the RPF would have taken had the French not interfered with their advance.

But even if \textit{Opération Turquoise} did some good, it was motivated in significant part by cynical French geopolitics — a combination of (former) alliance with the genocidal regime and desire to halt the advance of the RPF, who were perceived as allied with the anglophone (and,

\begin{itemize}
\item S/RES/846. 22nd June 1993.
\item Prunier, \textit{The Rwanda Crisis}, pp. 100—108.
\item Prunier, \textit{The Rwanda Crisis}, p. 292.
\end{itemize}
hence, US-aligned) Ugandans. And even if its main intent was not to protect the *genocidaires*, it served to cover the retreat of genocidal elements out of Rwanda, notably into the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC, then Zaire).¹⁴ Philip Gourevitch puts it bluntly: “the signal achievement of the *Opération Turquoise* was to permit the slaughter of Tutsis to continue for an extra month, and to secure safe passage for the genocidal command to cross, with a lot of its weaponry, into Zaire.”¹⁵ Ultimately, the *genocidaires* were able to use Congolese refugee camps as a base for attacks on Rwanda, providing one of the sparks for the wars in the DRC.¹⁶

*Turquoise* was unusual both in that it was a national military operation under UN aegis and that it has been so roundly condemned. Typical UNSC action under RN2V would more likely take the form of UN peacekeeping missions, perhaps with more “robust” mandates to protect civilians. National or coalition action under UN aegis — like *Opération Turquoise* or the more recent intervention in Libya (see below) — is possible, but if history is a guide will be less common. And, aside from *Turquoise*, national military operations in conjunction with UN peacekeeping missions — such as the UK’s Operation Barras alongside UNAMSIL in Sierra Leone, and the EU’s Operation Artemis alongside MONUC in the DRC — generally have good reputations.¹⁷

But on the balance sheet of problematic UN-authorized operations we could add the ill-fated US presence alongside UNOSOM II in Somalia in 1993.¹⁸ And if we look at the sorts of operations that *might* receive UNSC authorization, the picture is even more mixed. There are a number of military operations that we might consider “near authorizations” — where the UNSC or a UN mission gave some support short of authorization, or where a retroactive endorsement was given. Especially in the latter sort of case, we might expect — or even hope — that missions good enough to be welcomed would in fact be authorized in advance by a UNSC less hobbled by the veto and the negotiations it entails. But the UN has thrown its support behind some problematic operations, such as Kimia II (materially supported by the UN mission in the DRC, MONUC) and Lightning Thunder (endorsed by the president of the security council) in the DRC and the first ECOMOG operation in Liberia (retroactively endorsed in S/RES/1116/1997).¹⁹
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¹⁴ On motivations, see Prunier, *The Rwanda Crisis*, pp. 278—280, 284—286.
None of these operations have been criticized by such consensus as *Turquoise*, but they have all been accused of being at least unhelpful and often of counterproductively escalating the conflict or endangering civilians in their own right. These criticisms should give us pause over a proposal that would make it easier to authorize military operations just because they are argued for in terms of responding to human rights abuses.

**Kosovo**

While Blätter and Williams imply that the UNSC’s failure to authorize the NATO intervention in Kosovo should be seen as a problem that RN2V would have avoided, it is not absolutely clear that the intervention *ought* to have been authorized. Even supporters of the NATO campaign acknowledge that the success it had in driving Serbian forces out of Kosovo and halting abuses was costly in terms of civilian lives, displacement, and property destruction. In particular, the decision to pursue an air campaign rather than a ground invasion turned out to be problematic — arguably, it was less effective in stopping Serbian forces from committing atrocities and unjustifiably increased the harm to civilians through NATO attacks on dual-use infrastructure inside the Serbian-controlled areas of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia.

Finally, military intervention contributed to the empowerment of the Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA). The fact that international attention was drawn to the situation in Kosovo most strongly once violent clashes between the KLA and Serbian forces began put a nail in the coffin of the non-violent (and KLA rival) Democratic League of Kosovo (LDK) movement. Military intervention into a conflict between two armed groups (however mismatched) risked making the NATO intervention look less like a politically impartial “humanitarian intervention” and more like an intervention to support one side of a civil war.

While action may have been merited in Kosovo, it is far from clear that the actual military intervention undertaken was the best response to the human rights abuses there.

---


23 A concern NATO planners seem to have shared. See Daalder and O’Hanlon, *Winning Ugly*, p. 104.
Darfur

Reading Darfur as Rwanda 2.0 — exemplified by the careers of both Paul Rusesabagina, the proprietor of the Hotel Mille Collines that sheltered many Tutsi from the genocide in Rwanda, and Don Cheadle, the actor who played Rusesabagina in the film Hotel Rwanda, as Darfur activists — glosses over significant differences and complexities. Importantly, though we may regret a lack of swift military intervention in Rwanda, it is even less clear that military intervention in Darfur would have found a clear and appropriate military target, especially as the crisis mutated from direct killing to the effects of widespread displacement and insecurity.

Civilian deaths in Darfur have taken place over a long period of time, and violent deaths have decreased significantly from the peak of the violence in 2003—2004. Since then, about eighty percent of the deaths in Darfur have been from causes other than violence, such as disease. By 2005, large military operations were giving way to a much more dispersed sort of violence (though still coordinated to some extent by the government of Sudan) along with increased criminal activity and splintering of rebel groups and militias. In terms of violence patterns, the more apt (but still imperfect) analogy to Darfur is not the period of intense genocidal killing in Rwanda in mid-1994, but rather the broader Rwanda/DRC crisis spanning from 1990 to the present, characterized by periods of intense military and paramilitary violence and long stretches of insecurity and distributed abuses.

The question of how many violent deaths there have been in Darfur is often an issue because of disputes over whether the crisis counts as genocide — and advocates rightly point out that even non-violent “excess” deaths are the result of social disruptions created by violence and may have been intended by the government of Sudan. But my point here is about anti-atrocity strategy rather than genocidal intent. A peace enforcement-style military intervention, with a mandate to force entry and oppose the government and allied forces, was most plausibly a solution to the direct violence against civilians that Darfur saw in 2003—2004. “Robust” military intervention,
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24 For just one discussion of their activism, which I in no way intends to demean, see Don Cheadle and John Prendergast. ‘ ‘Never Again’ — Again’. In: USA Today (1st Mar. 2005).
25 There is substantial debate over the mortality rates and patterns in Darfur, and everyone agrees that reliable data is difficult to obtain in such an insecure situation. Degomme and Guha-Sapir report the eighty percent figure, as part of a project at the Centre for Research on the Epidemiology of Disasters, whose earlier work was judged the most reliable and objective of available mortality estimates by the US Government Accountability Office (GAO). Even Eric Reeves, an activist and analyst who has calculated his own estimates and persistently criticized others for undercounting violent deaths, praises this estimate and concurs that the bulk of deaths in Darfur post-2004 have not been the direct result of violence. See Olivier Degomme and Debarati Guha-Sapir. ‘Patterns of Mortality Rates in Darfur Conflict’. In: Lancet 375. 9711 (2010), pp. 294–300, p. 297; David Gootnick and Nancy Kingsbury. Darfur Crisis: Death Estimates Demonstrate Severity of Crisis, But Their Accuracy and Credibility Could be Enhanced. Report to Congressional Requesters GAO-07-24. Washington, DC: United States Government Accountability Office, Nov. 2006; Eric Reeves. Quantifying Genocide: Darfur Mortality Update, August 6, 2010. Aug. 2010. URL: http://www.sudanreeves.org/Article269.html (visited on 10/03/2011).
aimed at defeat of forces threatening civilians, in later phases (or earlier ones) would have risked being counterproductive by escalating the level of violence or threatening the humanitarian presence.\textsuperscript{27} Though the UN has been criticized for caring too much about the consent of the Sudanese government, these worries would have been especially sharp had an intervention had to force entry over Sudanese resistance. Even at the height of the fighting, such an intervention may have brought grievous harm to civilians (though not with the same immoral intent).

To be fair, Blätter and Williams restrict their Darfur case to the period 2003—2006, and I am sure they recognize the changing nature of the conflict. But a military intervention even by 2006 may have been less appropriate than in very early phases, and an RN2V norm would still have been operative, potentially with perverse effects, when there were still activist calls for no-fly zones and other military operations post-2006.

While this may be reason to wish that intervention had happened in 2003 or 2004, it is not clear how much of a problem the veto or threat thereof was. As Blätter and Williams themselves point out, the threat of a Chinese veto may have provided cover for other states’ unwillingness to act, rather than thwarted action (18). And even the indirect normative effect of making unwillingness to authorize force shameful may not have been sufficient; the earliest serious warnings to reach the ears of the UN Secretariat and UNSC seem to have been around April 2004, and only the unusual step of authorizing a non-UN force to intervene would have been likely to get an effective force in the field before late in the year, even had political action been immediate.\textsuperscript{28}

The other question that would have arisen for a military intervention in Darfur — as it did in Kosovo — was impartiality. Though the bulk of human rights abuses in Darfur are the responsibility of the government of Sudan and its allied paramilitaries, violations were also committed by rebel groups.\textsuperscript{29} The violence against civilians in Darfur was part of a brutal counterinsurgency campaign waged on territory at least partly held by insurgents.\textsuperscript{30} An intervention would not have been in the position of just protecting defenseless civilian populations from attack, but of protecting civilian areas that were also bases of operations for contending armed groups. If it were “robust” in the sense of having an aggressive mandate to try to defeat abusive armed groups, it would have had to decide how far it was willing to become a party to the conflict, and whether the military defeat of particularly abusive groups (such as the


\textsuperscript{29} Even at the height of the fighting; see Georgette Gagnon, Leslie Lefkow and Jemera Rone. \textit{“If We Return, We Will Be Killed” Consolidation of Ethnic Cleansing in Darfur, Sudan}. Human Rights Watch, Nov. 2004. URL: http://www.hrw.org/en/reports/2004/11/14/if-we-return-we-will-be-killed-consolidation-ethnic-cleansing-darfur-sudan-0 (visited on 16/03/2011), pp. 32—38.

*Janjaweed* justified handling abuses by different groups differently. Even had a military intervention been deployed in 2004, when the primary source of death was systematic killing, maintaining the character of the force as a bulwark against human rights abuses rather than a party to the conflict would have been a challenge.31

A military intervention in Darfur would have needed to be careful not create a similar bias in favor of militant groups that occurred in Kosovo. As it was, non-violent civil society groups in Darfur, particularly women’s groups, were largely excluded from political negotiations.32 Approaching Darfur as a military operation may have exacerbated the tendency to treat the armed actors as the important ones, with non-violent actors entering the scene only after security had been established (at which point many decisions would already have been made).

Arguably the most reasonable option by the time a peacekeeping mission was deployed was something very like the hybrid African Union/UN PKO that was actually deployed — the African Union/United Nations Hybrid Operation in Darfur (UNAMID) was given a Chapter VII mandate to protect civilians under imminent threat, but aimed primarily at protecting humanitarian access and enabling a political solution.33 That operation was, of course, deployed even with the veto power in place. And, while concerns about Sudanese sovereignty (and a threat of a veto on measures to enhance the force that Sudan would have opposed) may have helped hamper the African Union Mission in Sudan (AMIS, UNAMID’s predecessor) and UNAMID’s effectiveness, the veto power need not have been an obstacle to providing the force with resources to carry out its non-coercive tasks better, such as the helicopters and reconnaissance units that the Under Secretary-General for Peacekeeping requested in 2007 for the already-authorized UNAMID.34 More effective ways of resourcing the mission – especially the earlier AU mission – may have been at least as helpful to civilians as RN2V.

Finally, we should not be too optimistic about the prospects of success of a military intervention. Darfur is a large area with poor infrastructure, difficult to access either by air or sea. Even an intervention with maximum political will and all the resources of a powerful nation behind it would likely have found ending human rights abuses there and controlling the situation difficult.35 The mere fact that many of the abusive forces were irregulars does not necessarily mean that they would be easy to defeat — as the US’ experience in Iraq and the shortcomings of NATO’s Kosovo campaign should demonstrate.
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34 S/PV.5784. 27th Nov. 2007, p. 6.
What Are the Lessons of the Historical Record?

Blätter and Williams conclude that there have been egregious cases of abuse that merited some form of military intervention but in which UNSC authorization for that action was not forthcoming. This is true, but it is not the only lesson we should focus on. Looking not only at the non-interventions in Darfur and Rwanda and the unauthorized intervention in Kosovo, but also at other authorized and/or blessed interventions like Opération Turquoise, ECOMOG, Kimia II, and Lightning Thunder, illustrates two issues.

First, even if a military intervention is warranted, that does not mean that this one is warranted. Opération Turquoise was deployed in a genuinely bad situation — though late, violence continued in Rwanda. But it arguably made the situation worse, because it was poorly thought out and beholden to French geopolitical interests that caused them to de facto, even if not maliciously, favor the genocidaires. The NATO bombing of Kosovo was addressed towards genuine human rights abuses, but it is not clear that it was the most effective way of halting them. An intervention in Darfur would have been entering a complex situation where it could have counterproductively escalated violence.

Under the best of circumstances, military intervention to end human rights abuses is chancy. Dallaire famously claimed that he could have ended the genocide in Rwanda with a few thousand more troops and a stronger mandate, a claim that has haunted many people concerned with preventing such abuses. But this may have been too optimistic; especially considering that even had political will not been lacking, it would have been difficult to deploy troops to Rwanda before the genocide spread to a much more distributed form of killing in the countryside. Many genocides and mass atrocities — such as Darfur — are likely to have just this sort of distributed character that makes a military solution to them more difficult.

Given the destructiveness of military operations, this is a serious concern. We can be assured that any military intervention will lead to the loss of life, including innocent life. We therefore should not support it unless we are also quite certain that some good will come of it — this is why just war theorists focus not only on just cause, but also on concerns about proportionality and likelihood of success. A war fought for a good reason that fails to accomplish its goals, or does so at a cost out of line with the value of those goals, is one we should not support even if its goals are lofty.

Second, aside from concerns about the character of particular military forces, privileging military action at the international level risks creating a moral hazard by enhancing the credibility and power of military actors on the victims’ side at the expense of non-military ones. If our international norms protect sovereignty up until the point at which genocide and mass atrocities occur (usually within the context of other kinds of violence) and then call forth military

intervention, local non-military actors may languish without international support and engaging in violence may be seen as the way to get things done. Kosovo is especially instructive on this point — there was a long history of non-violent resistance to the FRY that was eroded as non-violence failed to get results, and after the NATO bombings the violent KLA emerged as the main Kosovar leadership faction.\(^{37}\)

It is not clear that RN2V, as stated by Blätter and Williams, helps the UN address these issues. In fact, a mere veto-evading privilege for military operations would steamroll them. With regard to the first issue, nations that had sincere but misguided, or even cynical, reasons for declaring military action necessary for addressing genocide or mass atrocities would have a powerful normative bludgeon to gain approval for unwarranted or inappropriate military action. RN2V lowers the bar for all military action, not just well-thought-out and appropriate military action. With regard to the second, I would just reiterate my comments above that, as “the responsibility to react” is currently understood, RN2V does privilege specifically military action.

The Majoritarian Condition

Blätter and Williams’ most obvious defense against my concerns is the RN2V requirement that a majority on the UNSC support the action. RN2V does not say that any military intervention must be supported, just that the veto should not be used to block the view of a majority of the council. Unwise interventions can still be voted down.

Among the non-permanent members are many states who do not see eye to eye, and so gaining majority support on the UNSC is significant. But we should not be too sanguine about the quality of a majority opinion, given what Blätter and Williams rightly say about the degree to which UNSC decisions are made in negotiations, beyond formal votes on measures. Were RN2V in place, a state that favored an intervention would have strong incentives to lobby other Council members for support. Even with veto threats, the US reportedly offered strong inducements to UNSC members in the run-up to the 2003 Iraq war.\(^{38}\) In the case of Iraq, even such lobbying by the US and the UK may not have led to a majority vote — but the depth and breadth of the international consensus against Iraq was unusual. The problematic Kosovo intervention may well have been able to garner a majority, and the nearly universally condemned (in hindsight) Opération Turquoise was actually authorized.

Adopting RN2V might also change voting and lobbying behavior in two ways. First, lobbying of non-permanent members would be higher-stakes. Under the current regime, there is a limit to how many resources a state that supports intervention will devote to winning over non-permanent UNSC members. With RN2V in place, the importance of these members would increase, and

\(^{37}\) Howard Clark. Civil Resistance in Kosovo. Sterling, VA: Pluto Books, 2000, esp. 186—189. To be fair, as Clark points out, leadership failures in the non-violent LDK were also a factor in its demise and the rise of the KLA — the failures of non-violence and the violent NATO solution were something of a feedback loop.

more intense lobbying may be more successful. If the US and UK had known that the other P5 nations would not veto operations in Iraq in 2003, they may have been willing and able to produce sufficient inducements to bring a majority of the UNSC to their side, despite the skepticism about the war.

P5 nations may provide a special bulwark to such lobbying — they are, after all, permanent members because they are historically among the most economically and militarily powerful states. So they may be harder to influence than a smaller country.

Second, RN2V would likely tend to make such lobbying easier. It would rely on P5 members internalizing a norm that opposition to military intervention into situations of genocide and mass atrocity is wrong and/or shameful. Public articulation of RN2V would give advocates a way to shame governments that oppose military action for bad reasons — but also for good reasons.

I have no doubt that proponents of RN2V mean for it only to encourage well-designed, thoughtful interventions. But its normative force may not be so easily contained. R2P is about a goal — doing what is most effective to protect human beings from grievous abuse. That is one of the ways in which it is a superior conceptual framework to talk about a “right of humanitarian intervention.” RN2V is a different sort of norm, which valorizes not standing in the way of particular kinds of actions. Without assuming any malice on the part of those arguing for intervention, it gives them powerful ammunition to overcome the qualms of those in the opposition. What of a member who agrees that the abuses are grave but does not agree that military intervention is warranted? What of a member who agrees that military intervention is warranted, but is worried about the UN’s capacity to carry it out, or the terms of the proposed mission? R2NV would create pressure against such objections, by spreading the idea that opposition to intervention when genocide or mass atrocities are occurring is inherently questionable. Perhaps the best way to think about the worry is to ask: if the Chinese delegation were genuinely convinced that proposed military operations in Darfur would harm more civilians than they would save, would we want them to abstain from using the veto?

As a result, though the majoritarian requirement in RN2V certainly makes the concern about bad interventions less powerful than it would be were it not there, it is not sufficient to undercut the concern entirely. Promulgating a norm that military interventions to halt genocide or mass atrocities is something not to be done will tend to create the majorities needed for RN2V to be invoked, even if the intervention may be unwise.

In support of this concern, consider the conditions that allowed a mission like Opération Turquoise to be authorized. France, increasingly embarrassed both by the genocide and its inability to protect a francophone client, wanted to “do something.” As the facts of the genocide became better known, so did other members of the UNSC. Turquoise was an opportunity for the UN to take action and for France to be seen to be saving lives. Other problematic interventions, such as NATO in Kosovo, or ECOMOG in West Africa, were motivated by similar combinations of concern for international public image, national interest, and probably at least some true altruism. Promoting R2P, if we are not so naïve as to wait for an altruistic revolution, will involve
increasing the pressures that states feel to take action when atrocities are committed, if only to save their image or because they better understand the indirect threats to their self-interest. But situations in which states feel pressured to “do something” are precisely those in which the risks of RN2V are greatest — states are most likely to authorize imperfect or even simply bad interventions when they want to be seen to be doing something, and requiring intervention proposals to be able to attract a broad consensus of powerful states may at least put some brakes on that tendency.

**Discrediting Opposition**

There are two reasons that RN2V might look especially attractive. The first is if we believe that any military intervention, no matter its character, is better than inaction. I hope to have undermined this idea. The second is if we believe that states mostly support interventions for good reasons and oppose them for bad ones; and this seems to be a powerful narrative in the thinking about international response to human rights abuses.

Consider, for example, the case of Chinese reluctance to authorize robust intervention or sanctions in Darfur. Blätter and Williams are agnostic about China’s reasoning, merely noting that it threatened to veto action (18). But many analyses, especially from the activist and journalistic community, see Chinese opposition as an expression of its cynical economic interests in Sudan.39 Little credence is given to China’s stated principled opposition to interference in internal affairs. Conversely, the possibility that there might be cynical motives in favor of intervention in Darfur is addressed primarily by analysts outside the mainstream.40 This attitude toward objections seems to have also influenced the UNSC debate. One account acknowledges that some opponents may have had genuine concerns about R2P and Darfur, but goes on to say that “[t]he Council’s deliberations over Darfur did nothing to bridge this divide [between those who accept the basic principles of R2P and those who do not] or assuage the fears of those governments who were genuinely concerned about the R2P concept being high-jacked [sic] for


Western political purposes.”

Settling the questions of whether China had any sincere opposition to intervention in Darfur or whether activist movement was entranced by militarism are well beyond the scope of this note. But the possibility that opposition to intervention is genuine and support for it cynical should give us pause when considering R2NV. There are some authorizations blocked by veto or threat of veto that were argued for in part on humanitarian grounds, but whose real motivations are widely believed to have been less altruistic — such as the 2003 US-led invasion of Iraq or Russia’s 2008 incursion into Georgia. If we step away from seeing cases where intervention justified on the grounds of halting genocide or mass atrocity is blocked by veto as prima facie problems, and recognize that both support for and opposition to interventions can be sincere or deceptive, the case for a norm that makes it generally easier to authorize intervention is weakened.

Getting Serious About R2P

If the case for a blanket boost to interventions is weakened by the mixed record of military force, the case for improving the UNSC’s ability to build consensus and craft better interventions where they are called for is strengthened.

A charitable reading of RN2V is that its aim is not to privilege military interventions, and certainly not to quiet debate about how to conduct them, but rather to encourage more engagement and better consideration of military action at the UNSC. If China knew that it could not veto a military operation in Darfur without getting into political difficulties, it would perhaps be more willing to engage in the planning process constructively and turn any legitimate concerns into ways to make the operation better (or aggressively try to solve the problem non-militarily to prevent a military intervention from being warranted). Maybe if Kosovo had been a UN operation, it would have avoided some of the problems of the actual NATO operation, for instance by limiting the scope of the air campaign. Adoption of RN2V might help in this way — but it is a blunt instrument. Especially since P5 nations generally contribute few troops to international missions, it is just as likely that powerful states would either let interventions be authorized with similar inattention to quality or that interventions made possible by RN2V would be shaped by narrow geopolitical interests as much as humanitarianism. While we might see some merited interventions take place that otherwise would not have, we would also, I fear, see several more Kosovos and a few Opération Turquoises and Operation Iraqi Freedoms.

On the other hand, the P5 veto is itself a crude tool for assuaging my concerns concerns,

42 Though see the discussion of Libya, below. Even though an air campaign is the core part of the UN-sanctioned intervention in Libya, there seems to be more concern about limiting it than there was in Kosovo.
which makes RN2V attractive. The veto may block some future Operation Iraqi Freedoms, but it will likely also be used to shut down some future Dallaires. Part of the problem may be conceptual — R2P is a quasi-judicial concept and the UNSC is a political entity, so the fit will never be perfect.

The imperfection both of keeping and eliminating the veto points to what is valuable in the RN2V proposal and is perhaps the basis for helpful revision to the idea and evolution of the norms that govern UNSC practice. What we — and I hope I can include Blätter and Williams here — want is not simply more interventions. We want better interventions. RN2V captures that desire by trying to shift decisions about intervention from the possibly idiosyncratic preferences of individual P5 members to a broader consensus on the UNSC. My concern is that this solution does not go far enough, and it may be dangerous to adopt RN2V without more comprehensive changes aimed at ensuring it is not too easy to mobilize a consensus behind inappropriate violence.

Part of a more comprehensive solution might be normative. The consensus among Western nations and analysts that sovereignty must give way to human rights abuses seems to have interfered with engaging those outside that consensus. To the extent that other nations (not just China and Russia — for instance, South Africa has been criticized for being unwilling to take a harder line on Zimbabwe) and their publics are not convinced, a sincere dialogue aimed at resolving issues may be warranted.

In addition, the fact that there is often much international involvement in cases where “the international community has done nothing” demonstrates a need for serious change in the accepted norms of involvement with problematic regimes. Some capability is needed for cases that progress as far as Rwanda, Darfur, or Kosovo — and it is natural to worry that, by the time things get that far, the underlying factors driving abuses cannot be undone. But we are looking to the next crisis, and there may still be time to avert or mitigate it. The international community needs to examine more carefully its responsibility for creating or enabling mass atrocities, not just its responsibility for preventing or responding to them. China, as noted, has been criticized for supporting the Sudanese government. But how different would Rwanda have looked had the French not supported the ultimately genocidal government? How different might the situation in the east of the DRC now be had the US not armed and funded Mobutu?

The report of the Genocide Prevention Task Force includes a number of preventative recommendations that can be read as requiring reform in the way that states, particularly members of the P5, approach their relationships with questionable regimes. It is difficult, however, to imagine the US taking the recommendation to “interdict funds and arms” to mean that US forces should seize British weapons being sent to Saudi Arabia.

44 Genocide Prevention Task Force. Preventing Genocide: A Blueprint for U.S. Policymakers. Washington, DC: United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, The American Academy of Diplomacy, and the United States Institute of Peace, 2008, p. 43. It should be noted, in fairness, that Western nations often do voluntarily cut support to regimes that have engaged in egregious abuses — as the UK recently did by suspending/revoking arms licenses for Bahrain. My point is that the norm should require action before a crisis is underway.
The current political norm accepts all manner of support to regimes that do not meet human rights standards, even ones that show signs they may devolve into violence, under the banner of “political realism.” This is essentially the same cynical political calculus that RN2V seeks to end at the UNSC — and is likely to be just as difficult to change, of course. But proposing an RN2V norm in a context that turns a blind eye to P5 support to abusive regimes so long as they keep their abuses within bounds risks being a cruel joke. It is as if we are saying to the populations of abusive states: We will not shame nations into cutting support when it could undercut abuses so long as they do not meet a certain threshold of horror, but once they do become horrific, we will do our best to ensure that you are subjected to warfare in addition, in hopes that we might achieve at great cost to you what we had no right to pursue at lesser cost to us.

Finally, part of a solution is likely to be institutional. DPKO is now much more robust than it once was, and we need a similar expansion of the powers and capacities of organs like the Peacebuilding Commission. It is no surprise that effective UN action will not be taken if the UN does not have the capacity to predict problems and plan to address them in advance. Political and peacebuilding missions deserve the same kind of attention — and resources — that PKOs have finally won.

In a broader context — where a serious conversation is being had about all elements of how to use the UN to address genocide and atrocities, where all the major and minor powers feel part of a genuine conversation, and where institutional weight is thrown behind non-military options — RN2V would helpfully clear the way for extreme measures in extreme cases. But absent deeper reforms, it risks making it easier for the UN to be seen as “doing something” at heavy cost in human lives.

Is Libya RN2V In Action?

As this essay was being written, the UN Security Council took action on a plausible case of “mass atrocities.” It authorized “all necessary measures” to protect civilians in the conflict between government and rebel forces in Libya, where there had been credible reports of government abuses, including attacks on civilians with heavy weapons.\textsuperscript{45}

Traditionally intervention-averse P5 members declined to vote against the resolution — China and Russia (along with Brazil, India, and Germany) both abstained from the vote on Libya.\textsuperscript{46} It is plausible to speculate that, given the broad international consensus that Qaddafi’s government was massacring civilians as part of its counterinsurgency, Russia and China felt that they could not, politically, veto resolutions to intercede — that is, that they felt constrained by an RN2V-like norm.

At the time of writing, it has been barely two weeks since the resolution on Libya was adopted, and US-led airstrikes on Libyan targets began (command has since been transferred to

\textsuperscript{46} S/PV.6498. 17th Mar. 2011, p. 3.
NATO). So it is both irresistible and a bit irresponsible to comment on what these events imply about the wisdom of reinforcing the RN2V norm.

The intervention in Libya has some worrisome aspects. First, the authorizing resolution explicitly rules out “a foreign occupation force... on any part of Libyan territory,” raising concerns about the ability of air power to protect civilians any more efficiently in Libya than it did in Kosovo. At the time of writing, there is talk of support to the rebels, perhaps covert Western assistance — which provides “ground forces” but raises questions of who, exactly, we would be supporting, and whether the intervention can (or should) maintain any form of impartiality that would distinguish it as a civilian-protection force rather than a party on the side of the rebels.

Second, it quickly became clear that while early discussions of intervention focused on the creation of a no-fly zone (NFZ), the intervention would go beyond that. The language of the resolution did not restrict action to the imposition of an NFZ, and coalition forces quickly began striking targets beyond air defenses, such as armor and artillery, on the grounds that they were being used indiscriminately against civilians. On 28 May 2011, President Obama announced that while “regime change” in Libya was not part of the “military mission,” the US would work with allies to cut off arms to the government, “assist the opposition,” and “hasten the day when Qaddafi leaves power.”

Moving beyond a NFZ may have been appropriate. But it exposed a lack of true consensus.

The AU took a hesitant line toward military action in Libya from the start, calling on 23 March for the “cessation of all hostilities.” The Arab League had originally supported the NFZ, but then balked at the expanding mission. A European diplomat said bluntly (and anonymously), ”[t]he no-fly zone was a diplomatic thing, to get the Arabs on board.” China’s representative, at the debate over the resolution, voiced concerns about the implementation of the mission that he claimed were not answered, but explained his country’s abstention as deference to the special circumstances and support of the Arab League; the Indian representative was

49 For an account of one of the earliest such strikes, see: Dan Murphy. ‘ How French Jets Saved Libya’s Rebels at the Last Minute’. In: The Christian Science Monitor ( 20th Mar. 2011).
concerned that the UN’s envoy and the African Union mission had not yet reported their findings.\footnote{S.PV/6498 17th March 2011, pp. 5—6, 10.} Finally, one journalist (though one clearly opposed to the intervention) claimed to have been told that the US secured Arab League support for the NFZ by promising to turn a blind eye to the crackdown in Bahrain. The dissensus is worrisome because it paints a picture different from that imagined in the RN2V proposal — not one where a clear and robust consensus may otherwise have been blocked by Chinese intransigence, but rather one where China stepped aside and an intervention was authorized while several parties may have had reasonable concerns out of a rush to “do something.”

Exemplifying this paper’s concerns that a focus on making political will easier to obtain may undermine effectiveness, the director of Human Rights Watch praised the resolution, spent one brief sentence on “effective protection,” and then moved on to other nations in which the Security Council should act.\footnote{Kenneth Roth. ‘ The Security Council Has At Last Lived Up to its Duty’. In: Foreign Policy (18th Mar. 2011).}

It is too early to pass even a provisional judgment on the effectiveness of the UN-sanctioned intervention in Libya. I sincerely hope that, in retrospect, it will protect civilians and provide a supportive example for Blätter and Williams. But my reason for discussing it here is that it is not a case in which a veto would \textit{clearly} have been unreasonable.

\section*{Conclusion}

In the end, I hope that my comments can contribute to a development of the themes driving RN2V rather than undermine them. If we hope for an international order where human rights abuses are addressed in a timely and effective manner, and not subject to the vagaries of national interest, improving UN response to them must be part of the solution. I have only argued that we should be wary of changes that would inherently increase the chances of a military intervention being authorized — without institutional or normative changes to help guard against militarization of situations where it could be avoided by earlier effective non-military action, and against hasty or inappropriate particular interventions.